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THE NEW PATH. 
PUBLISHED BY THE | 

Society for the Advancement of 

: TRUTH IN ART. 

| SCULPTURE. | 

Wuar ought our sculptors to do for that of the Renaissance immediately 

us? resulting from both. Even of these 

There is, perhaps, no general we propose no exhaustive analysis, but — 

question about art requiring more care only such statement of well ascertained 

to answer. It is easy to see what facts and inevitable conclusions as may 

sculptors have done of old, and in help usin our future inquiries. 

what manner they reached their great- The awful perfection of Greek sculp- 

est triumphs. It is not difficult to see ture is such, that inquiry by us into 

what circumstances now would pro- the principles of the work, seems al- 

duce much good sculpture, with most ag if Australian savages should 

| constant possibility of great. But try to ascertain the principles on which 
| how, under the present circumstances, Steers modelled the ‘“‘ America.” One 

our sculptors should work, is not so great difference, however, between the 
clear. If the architects were doing civilized and the savage man is in the 

their duty, the question would never former’s unlimited power of inquiry. 

need to be asked; as they do not, we Though no living man can do what the 
Inust ask it, with but little hope of an Greeks did, yet any one can find out 

entirely satisfactory answer. | how they did it, if he will be modest 

Having such a question before us, and content to learn from observation. 

the perfectly logical and proper thing The Greek “ideal”? was a worldly 

todo isto go back to those times when one, as splendid as dwellers on the 

good sculpture was common, and see earth only could make it. The world 
what circumstances those were which was to them a glorious place, and they 
produced it. It is peculiarly necessary who dwelt upon it glorious and power- 

that we should do so in the case of fal beings. Their country and climate 

sculpture, for there is no art at present made living itself a pleasure. Their 

so undefined in its aims, so farremoved life was healthy, enterprising, full of 

from its greatness in past time, so ut- interest; their bodies strong and deli- 

terly abnormal in its condition. cate, vigorous and beautiful; their 
The limits of this article will not al- minds clear-sighted and acute, if nar- 

low an account of sculpture in all ages, row; their souls resolute and patient. 
hor is such necessary to our purpose. This life was to them full of pleasure 

Let us consider only the three great and satisfaction, pain mingled with it, 

Perlods of the Art, that of the Greek but momentary and local pain, soon 

School, during the independence of passing away, leaving little trace be- 

Greece and during the dominion of hind. All beyond this world was 

Rome, that of the middle ages, and vague, mere matter of speculation,—
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speculation for which they had little procure models easily of form more 
taste. | perfect than we can imagine, and had 

As this world thus limited their daily under their eyes forms more 
vision, so themselves, as the noblest perfect than we can procure; guch 
things in it, were most worthy their were the results of careful bodily edy. 
regard. Superior beings, with power cation and healthy lives. And yet jf 

| beyond that of man, and controlling by combining the beauties of more 
him, they knew of, indeed; but they forms than one, the artist could create 
knew them only in their intercourse a form more beautiful than either, 
with man, when they assumed human without doubt he did so. Observe, he 
forms, and were, to the most subtle was perfectly free to copy or to com. 
perception, perfected man and nomore. bine. He sought to give to his coun- 

At a very early period of Greek art, trymen the image of a hero or of g 
sculptors arose who were capable of god. He required for this purpose the 
carving the human form with an accu- most admirable form of man possible 
racy never before approached. Such to find or to imagina If he founds 
work as this seemed to the Greeks living man whose form was, in his 
perfect and sufficient. They cared eyes, perfect, he copied him exactly, 
little except for representations of gods If, in the best form he could find he 
and men and their deeds, and they de- still saw imperfections, he modified his 
manded perfection of workmanship at work by study from another model, or 
any cost or hazard. These they se- by his memory of many. These sculp- 
cured, and their art, limited to this tors gained such knowledge of the 
single purpose, soon reached inimitable human form that they could carve the 
greatness. ideally perfect human form. There is 

The so-called ‘ Ilissus,” from the only one way by which such knowl- 
Parthenon pediment, is a colossal edge could be gained, constant exact 
statue representing a man reclining on copying of the human form as they 
his left side, and supported by his ex- found it. In short, they studied the 
tended left arm, a few folds of drapery body, learned thence what its highest 
falling around the left arm from the beauty was, and carved such highest 
shoulder, increasing the strength of the beauty. 
marble column supporting the statue’s Did they seek to express anything 
weight. The feet, hands, right arm, more than the outside of the body? 
neck and head are wanting, and the Our modern sculpture proposes to it- 
surface of the marble is chipped and self the representation of all manner of 
broken away in many places. Such is sentiments and thoughts, did theirs! 
a statue which all artists, all critics, Let us see. 
will agree in calling very great. What To the “Venus of Milo” or Melos, 
are the merits which command such go called from the island where it was 
praise? Let us see. discovered, seems to be generally con- 

The falling of the muscles on the ceded the rank of greatest female sta- 
under side of the raised right thigh, tue. The figure may be described 98 
showing a curious hollow in itsinner perfect. Probably no man of uncor 
surface, is pointed out by art profes- rupted taste has ever imagined & 
sors to their pupils, as a marvellous possible improvement. It is the fault- 

piece of faithfulness to nature; andit less form of woman, neither too 
startles anew every observer—a state- voluptuous nor too severe. It does 

ment surprising to him, and yet which not seem possible that this statue cat 
he at once feels to be true. There isa have been an accurate copy of any 

. massing together of the waist muscles woman. We cannot conceive of 4 
on the right side, a stretching of those woman uniting such beauty of form 
on the lett side, and a falling in of the with so queenly a carriage, and 80 

: walls of the abdomen, of all of which grand a face. It is safe to assume that 
the same is to be said. Reproduction the expression of that face is “ given 

of natural forms is then the wonder by the sculptor, not copied, line by 
and the merit here. And yet,—is this line, from any human countenance. ' 

statue the faithful copy of any man What then does the face express 
who served as model? It is hard to calm, does it not? ~ But calm ot 
say. The Greek sculptors could exist only with the great, it is que
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' tron, and the movement went on until life and action, horsemen in triumphal 
this knowledge was lost with all other procession, the horses prancing jp 
knowledge and all art in the corrupt unconventional freedom, the Stately 
later sculpture. riders without armor or trappings 

One branch of Greek art requires keeping easily and naturally “the wap. 
separate mention, however brief, sculp-  rior’s seat.” 
ture in relief. This is always noticea- TI tes ies ; Y rere are necessar 

' bly different in treatment and feeling, . “1 are ve med imitations 
: | : at =©6 however to bas-relief sculpture, of and from good cause. The flatter the . . wa 

relief, the nearer it approaches to pic- which one is the uniform. representg- 
a aeeree PP 8 TO Ple- tion of the human face in profile. Tp 
ture-making, that is to the suggestion ‘1. : . 3 ; 
* > " marble or on coins the face is never 
of the solid on a flat surface. And, as . ; von 
- . ve shown otherwise than in profile, wnt] 

_ 14 thus approaches the art of drawing, , . mp ys 
an tha waste! ©? the most corrupt periods. The disa- so the restraints of the sculpture more ~~" . ¢ . eon : ay ereable results that would follow from 
and more disappear. The Panathe- 3 . . - oo the contrary practice must be evident naic Frieze, for instance, is in the adits ; 
1 . -¢ ; _. to all, and the prohibition of it must Jowest possible relief, that it may be . 

tha Tiel a always be absolute in all cases of real- 
seen by the hght reflected steeply up ized or perfect sculpture in flat reliof. 
from the marble pavement below; and “"" ~ pe Bempr * 
this frieze gives us, among its varied To be continued. 
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| Every new collection of American without opposition, by mere brag and 
pictures gives reason, if only here and bluster. The potency of a name, every 
there, for some suspicion that the day of our experience bears witness to, 
methods of teaching and working but inno field is its power more over- 
which have been in vogue for the last bearing than in the Arts. Once let 
century are becoming as unsatisfactory the connoisseurs decide that a man 184 
to the artists, as they have long been great painter or sculptor—let him de- 
to that small portion of the public cide for himself that he is great, and 
which thinks about Art at all. It is convince a small knot of personal 

true that the thinkers are, as they have friends that he is so, and you may al 
always been, insignificant in point of most as well batter at Cheops as try to 
numbers, but they have slowly educa- prove that the publicis mistaken. We 
ted the better portion of the public, seriously doubt if, after all John Rus 
with whom, although far removed  kin’ssledge-hammer blows at Domed 
from them in culture, in depth and chino, Carlo Dolce, and others of thei 

| delicacy of perception, and in aspira-  tribe—those painters have lost a half 
tion, they have, nevertheless, always dozen of their old admirers, He may 
sympathized more than with the class have prevented many from following 
of connoisseurs, or knowing ones, a after such idols, but, has he ever cov 
class which has never been able to go verted one confirmed devotee ? 
beyond mere technicalities, and the The only hope of the thinkers has 
material surface of works of art. Itis been, after all, with the very ma 
to the persevering praises of the con- who have so quietly submitted to We 
noisseurs, repeated from generation to rule of the copnoisseurs. To educate® 
generation with not a little assumption, connoisseur, to lead him to the trut ; 
that a great many of the so-called old is a sheer impossibility. You may t 
masters owe their reputation. The well try to raise the dead. The mu ho 
thinkers have always refused their tude, on the other hand, is never t0 le 
homage; the people have maintained despaired of. It is not only teachab 
an attitude of incredulous indifference, but, out of it come perpetual inspr. 
but the worshipers of the Renaissance tion and incitement. One great abe 
and the Dutch have carried the day, vantage under which the artist of
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resent day suffers, as compared with questioning eyes, because they and the 

the older men, is, that he does nothave world understand each other, and men 
the large opportunity which they had gladly follow where the interpreter 

of working for the public, and appeal- leads. Yes, the public is teachable, 
ing to it for judgment and reward. but the connoisseurs can teach it 

Our artists no longer work for the nothing. They live on the surface, 

church, for the public square, for the and delight in processes, in manipula- 

portico, but for the parlor and the tions, in obedience to arbitrary rules, 

chamber, and have exchanged the in conventional methods of treatment, _ 

hearty, warm and unaffected comment in short, in the mechanism of the shop. 
of the crowd for the smatter, the con- The results they produce are, it is true, 
ceit, the learning and the knowingness often dexterous and attractive, but 
of the connoisseur and the dilettante. they cannot long hold a world which, 

- Yet, in the long run, the instincts of however it may seem to the idle, the 
the people have been proved true, and careless and the unbelieving, to be 
the names it has crowned have become _ shallow and giddy, is, in truth, a world 
the idols of the world. Connoisseurs, of serious and awful realities, resting, 
indeed, have made the fame of such even in its frolic, its crimes and its 
men as Domenichino, Carlo Dolce, ferocities, on nothing less than the deep 
Salvator, the Carracci, with fifty names consciousness of God. The world of 
as empty, in England and America, but Art is divided into two spheres; the 
it was the people that gave Giotto and one light, trifling, fantastic, superficial, 
Raphael and Veronese and Gains- melo-dramatic, in which the connois- 
borough their crowns. Sooner or seurs live and move and adore, and 
later, all men yield to the large decisions with which the great world of men 
of the past, and we will rather believe amuses itself, or at which it stares in 
that any man, however learned, orany awkward curiosity ;—the other, sub- 
clique, however high in place or lime, mysterious, pathetic, trembling. 
dazzling in reputation, is misled by between deep laughter and deeper 
some mere technical trick, or by some tears, a sphere in which great souls in 
affectation of singularity, or whim of their higher, happier moments glad- 
fashion, than that the whole world of ly ascend, and to which the whole 
men, that persists in not admiring, is world of men comes for deep refresh- 
Ignorant and wrong. There is no ment after its toils and cares, but inte 
great poet that the world does not which the dilettante, the connoisseur, 
hold to its warm and mighty heart, no the virtuosop—veil his shallowness and 
great painter to see whose works it conceit by whatever learned name you. 
does not gladly make yearly pugrim- will—never once glances, or glances 
ages, no good book that is not contin- only to sneer and misunderstand. 
ually getting out of print, no Homer But, bad as connoisseurship has 
for whose birthplace seven cities will been in the Old World, nowhere has it 
hot wrangle, no Shakspeare whose proved itself so empty, so wronghead- 
ver increasing fame and love and ed, so impudent as in America. In 
reverence do not keepsome little, musty the Old World, there was always 

| Stratford from mean decay. The pro- something great in the past, to which 
prictors of no end of farthing candles the people could easily refer, and 
run hither and thither, and declare that which kept the class of self-appointed 
they hold the fee simple of the sun, but teachers in check. Works of art 

: world knows the sun without their abound there, and learning abounds, 
‘elp, and refuses to turn out of bed and it is not easy for ignorant, conceit- 
pnt the true master of the day smiles ed or prejudiced men to deceive the 
ack their welcome from over the hills. whole public, or to deceive any portion 
The thinkers, then, are the advance of it, long. Even supposing the com- 

mard of the people; they foresee what mon enough case of a clique determined 
lone some day inevitably admire and by much writing and talking to force 
dee h They are in sympathy with the the world to admire the performances 
its P heart of the world, with its joys, of a certain man—the works of the 

ite Sorrows, its passions, its struggles, really great men are before the people 
tea 1 ap ations, its hopes. They can in galleries and churches, standing 

Ch the world, and direct its eager, witnesses against foppery and medioc-
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rity. But, here, we have always been after the real and the true. The 
without stich defence. Our artists schools are at swords’ points, and, if the 
have been comparatively few, and men were equal in attainment, there 
their works not widely diffused. We might be doubt as to the result, but, 
have no permanent public galleries; we so far,.there is every prospect that the 
are a Protestant, people, and do not Realists will carry the day, because 
like pictures in our churches; we have they are basing their work on hard 
a government bent on economy, andno- study and thought. The general pub- 
money has, until lately, gone to squares, lic care little for the contest; it looks 
gardens and public buildings; the only for results: but it is good to know 
people, therefore, have had but aslen- that the struggle has begun, that dis- 
der chance to be educated in the arts. cussion is aroused, and that the party 
Here and there, a second-rate public of the Realists is getting strong re- 
statue; in a public building or two, cruits. The Idealists have already 
some of the worst specimens of the secured the sympathies of most of our 
poorest men; this has been all that artists, of the class of knowing ones, 
we have had, thus far. This state of and of the misled portion of the public, 
things is rapidly mending; private but they will never finally prevail 
galleries are on the increase, as access- against the real lovers of truth, al- 
ible as is necessary; the JarvesCollec- though they may long seem to do 80, 
tion, with the Gallery of the Historical Hard work, enthusiasm and the truth 
Society, and the Bryan Gallery are are a strong team, and mere grace, 
open to the public, and contain many prettiness and sentimental feeling, es- 
good and valuable pictures, Collec- pecially if there be no knowledge to 
tions of pictures are being made in our back them, must pull against them in 
smaller cities and towns; young men vain. Still, we are glad the Idealists, 
are beginning to see the use and the —this is their name, not ours, it is a 
delight of study, and the next twenty- name we should never have allowed 
five years will, we firmly believe, find them, for it grants too much,—we are 
us in a very different position from the glad the Idealists are in the field, and 
one we now occupy. If people can show fight. They have an atom or 
only be interested and set to thinking, two of truth in their theory—let them 
we have no fears for the result. They make the most of it. Meanwhile, that 
would be interested, and would think, atom belongs as much to us as to them, 
hard enough, if the knowing ones had and when our men are ready, they will 
not disgusted them with,.the whole add it to their work, and make it per- 
matter, and made them believe them- fect. But, all ideal work worthy of 
selves incompetent to tell good from the name is built upon knowledge of 
bad, or to believe their own eyes. the truth, and none but men who have 
The people must be educated, there- given loyal service to the truth can 
fore, and emancipated from the control produce it. It is the result of labor, 
of the so-called connoisseurs. They of suffering, of the devotion of the 
must learn to think for themselves; whole man to his work. Who does 

to respect their own decision, and to less than this, is no artist, great oF 
demand that a man shall give them small; and what is produced at less 
reasons for the admiration or contempt expense than this, is not art, but only 
he bestows upon pictures and statues, more or less ingenious trifling. A 
or, at least, that he shall convince art need not be great, but it must 4 
them of their own incapacity, as yet, be good, and must found its claims to 
to judge, and of his right to demand a_ respect and preservation on its an 
suspension of their judgment. cerity, earnestness and knowledge. |< 

It is interesting to watch the rise single square inch of Holbein’s work 18 
among us of two schools, if so preten- worth an acre of Lawrence’s or Coles, 
tious a word can be applied, as yet, to and the world will always hold it, 0. 
either of them. One is led by men The one gets more and more preci’ 
either French or taught in France; the with every year; the other sinh 

other is American. Oneissentimen- steadily, deeper into forgetfulness 
tal, dreamy, and struggling after that Some of our young men are learning 

it calls the ideal. The other is hard- the essential truth of this lesson, oe 
| working, wide awake, and struggling are beginning to find out that the nam
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of artist is of. somewhat more value common, and able to lay his colors on 
than that of Hair-dresser or Ballet- smoothly, he shall continue to study 
dancer. ane improve, making, every year, some 

« _ » steps visibly forward, he will furnish a 
8, J. Guy.—‘‘ Catonina earn Drops. rare exception to the general, we had 

No, 20. almost said the universal rule. 
Mr. Guy is one of the new names, 

although this is, of course, not his first Winstow Homer.—‘Prayine Orp © 

nor second appearance. He is evident- Sotpier.” 108.—-“Tom Surier’s 

ly a careful, practiced worker; one of Tent.” 144. 

the most careful, perhaps, that we oo ; 
have, and able to do good work. His Mr. Homer is the first of our artists 

color is very disagreeable; it is pale — excepting Mr. McEntee, in his “ Vir- 
without being pure; and while it can- g!nla —who has endeavored to tell us 

not be called inharmonious, is neither ®ny truth about the war. True, he 
sweet nor tender. {tis without tone, has looked only on the laughing or the 
and, like the expression of his faces sentimental side—and yet, the “ Home, 
and figures, lies wholly on the surface, Sweet Home,” of the last Academy 
He belongs to that unhappy class Exhibition, was too manly-natural to 

which likes nothing that is not new be called sentimental—but what he 
and clean, but if he chose only has tried to tell us has been said sim- 

such excessively clean little girls and Ply, honestly, and with such homely _ 
' boys to paint, this objection would truth as would have given his pictures 

fall to the ground. Dogs, however, 4 historical value. quite apart from 
unlike little boys, will occasionally get their artistic merit, whatever that 
their feet soiled, and such an immacu- might have been. Tn technical quali- 
late dog as Mr. Guy has painted in No. itles of painting, if he does not prosper 
48, plainly belongs to another and a +00 well, and, Im consequence of the 
better world than this. However, all nature of his subject, sell his pictures 
this enjoyment of dirt and of the marks too easily, he may make—doubtless, 
of use and service which give as much judging from his excellent beginning, 
value to dogs, and furniture, and will make—great progress, but he will 
clothes, as sorrow and experience doto never paint more real soldiers than 
human faces—will come, or may come, these, and those which he sent to the 
to this artist in time; meanwhile, Mr. Academy last year. Having shown 
Guy is learning to draw and use his his metal, what he now needs is pa; 
colors, and appears to be in earnest, tient, untiring study from nature and 
which, for the present, are matters of from nature only, and with grim deter- 
greater moment. How deep he will mination, or glad, if he can reach so 
ever go, is another matter; he evident- high, let him resist every effort and 
ly has some power to seize transient persuasion to lead him into false ways. 
expression of fun and humor—the face Let him shun the “ideal” as he would 
of the boy who is being made the vic- the plague, and build his right to be 
tim of the sly girl with the cherries, is ranked one day with the poets, on his 
capitally painted, and the attitude of knowledge of human nature, and the 
the other boy, who is suffering martyr- mastery of his material. 
dom at the hands of his baddish sister, _ Let those who care to know just 
1s very natural. Perhaps, after all, Mr. the difference between the “ideal ” 
Guy cannot get beyond this field of and the “real” treatment, take an il- 
clever painting of domestic incident, in lustration close at hand. Mr. Homer's 
Which case we earnestly beg he will two pictures, Nos. 108 and 144, hang 
hot try to, but will be content with near two of Mr. Guy’s, Nos. 102 and 
Just this, holding firmly to nature, 148. Compare the drapery in each; 
striving to see more and more truth,” the boy’s trowsers with the soldier’s. 
Perfecting his drawing, studying na- You see that Mr. Guy is true up to a 
ture’s color, and keeping theories at certain point; he follows nature as 
arm’s leneth. The result cannot fail to long as she is graceful, and does not 
be good, If, however, having reached offend his eye, but, once let her make 
the point where he stands at present, what strikes him as a discord, and 
knowing how to draw better than ig Which isa discord, of course, for she,
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the great poet, makes no music with- settle its claims, if it had any, to be 
out discords—and, straightway, Mr. considered a Pre-Raphaelite work, 
Guy takes out the offending note, ’Tis a slight, unimportant thing, and 
smooths it down, and thinks he has only valuable as showing that Mr. Hen. 
bettered nature’s work. Then, look at nessy has found his true studio at last, 
the landscape in the two pictures; see where if he will have the courage to 
how vague and unreal are the trees, stay and work, Art in America will 
grass and earth in Mr. Guy’s. There have something to thank him for, 
is no reason for this, for the strong But, pray, let no one take this No, 54 
light on the gate-post shows that the for a Pre-Raphaelite or Realistic pic- 

sun is shining clear, but there is ture, where the foreground is left mud- 
nothing else in the picture to tell us dled and indistinct, and the distance is 
so, and although we can see every painted clearly and sharply ; and where 
wrinkle in the boy’s face as he distorts not a single truth is thoroughly told. 
it, the foreground weeds, and stones, Mr. Hennessy can, however, paint 
and grasses, néarer to us by four feet, cleverly and sweetly, as witness his 
at least, are as dim and pale as if there ‘‘ Breakfast Time,” and the ‘ Garden- 
were a mile of air between us and er’s Daughter,” which, by the way, is 
them. Now, look at Mr. Homer’s No. not Tennyson’s. A. little Frenchy, 
108, and see how faithfully he has both of them, but not offensively so, 
tried to draw and paint the branch of and well worth studying. How natu- 

- pine against the sky. In ten years he ral is the action of the little girl with 
will both draw and paint it better, no the saucer of milk; she will spill it, 
doubt, but, insufficient as it is, it is presently, as her mother is telling her, 
perfectly right in intention now,, and because she is thinking of the cat, and 
has more truth in it, and can give more looking at her, instead of at what she 
honest enjoyment than all Mr. Guy’s has in her hand. 
theoretical work. Compare the pic-  Bryson.—“ Tur AutuMN WALK.” 

, tures of these two men, inch by inch ; 
Mr. Homers’ you will find signed all 176. 
over with truth—truth in the concep- This is curious work. Out of ten 
tion, worked out with faithful striving persons who examine it, at least nine 
after truth; Mr. Guy’s, you will find— think this must be what is meant by 
not wholly false, but only true as far ‘ Pre-Raphaelite.” They think 680, 
as the artistthought would be tolerated. because it looks queer to them, and 
When Mr. Homer can draw and paint wrongly-right, or rightly-wrong, they 
as well as Mr. Guy he will, if the ex- can’t make out which, but they half 
pression be not too Hibernian, paint a like it, and pass on, hesitating. A 
great deal better, for he will use the plain solution of their difficulty is this, 
knowledge he will then have gained, that it is meant for the portrait of a 
not in the service of convention anda real place and of a real young lady, and 
false idealism, but inthe service of that is painted by a man who believes noth- 
truth at whose altar he has laid his ing im particular, and who therefore 
first, immature offerings. imitates coarsely and ignorantly, the 

W. J, Hennessy.— Breaxrast Trug,” last thing that appears to er pe par 
« —— _ die fancy. If John Everett Millais ba 

HL ine . GARDENER . Davart not illustrated Orley Farm and other 
TER.” 120.—"‘ Frerp Flowers.” 54. English novels, Mr. Benson would 

Ifthe scorners and the foolish folk never have painted this picture. It 
had their way, we should put No. 54 looks real to many people, and they 
first in the list of Mr. Hennessy’s like it, because, instead of the ‘ideal 
works, for that class of people has pro- mountains, hills, foregrounds and 80 
nounced this little picture a pure piece forth of ordinary painters, they ca? 

. of Pre-Raphaelitism, which, of course, make out afield, and a fence, and trees, 
itis not, nor was meant to be; it is and something, which by the sheaf of 
only a study, which Mr. Hennessy corn near it, they take to be a patch of 
would have done better to keep in his corn. Then, the young lady has & 
studio—painted, we are confident, round hat, and a vail, and a dress 
partly out of doors, and, partly, in the made in modern fashion, and looks, 0 
house, a fact in itself quite sufficient to the whole, like the young ladies they
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know. Allthisis very well, and shows say, that your work, such as it is, is not 

that people are glad to have artists copied, but is your own, and, even now, 

paint what they can understand. But, if, instead of dreaming and_ theorizing, 

let the same scene be painted bya man you would draw diligently, and let 

who not only looks at it through his color go for a year or two, there is 

own eyes and not through another hope. But drawing is essential, and 

man’s, but who adds to this the power you do not know how to draw any- 

to draw and to lay on colors, and peo- thing; hand nor foot, nor arm, nor 

ple would have been justified in look- face, no, not the least fold of a gown. 

ing long, and returning to look, again A picture of the size and apparent im- 

and again. portance of No. 161 ought not to have 

Mr. Benson’s stock in trade as an been attempted until after, at least, 
artist consists in a weak vein of senti- ten years of thoughtful, varied and un- 
ment, anda still weaker way of ex- intermitting labor. And, even after 
pressing it. He might draw, of course, Such a service, only one picture of this 
if he would try; it is possible he might 14 should have been painted in a 

color, but we have no proof of it,andhe year. It would take a year’s hard 
shows no improvement from year to thinking, and the result of a number of 

vear. In plain words, he has underra- years’ experience to fill so large a can- 
ted the requirements of his art, and Vass with ideas enough, or sufficiently 

thinks that easy, which is in truth, su- beautiful color or truthful drawing to 
premely difficult. Mr. Millais’ work make it worth its price. You smile, 
looks easy to do, but even the coarsest young artist | Well, so do your gray 
and most careless of his illustrations of beard friends, A. and B. and C., who 
Orley Farm has a great fund of expe- sell their works with less trouble than 

| rience and knowledge at the back of it, 16 took to paint them, for whatever 
and could only have been drawn by a ‘Sums they choose to charge; who 
man who had served a long appren- never work, and never did work; who 

ticeship of labor and study. This ap- think only how many pictures they 
prenticeship, Mr. Benson has, evidently, can paint and get rid of in a year, and 
resolved not to serve. He can paint would think you a hare-brained fanatic 

pictures that will sell, without it, and if you put a bit more conscientious la- 
he can sit on two stools andeat his bor into your picture than will suffice 
bread in tranquillity, being an “ideal- to make it sell. | 
ist” in his ability to shirk details and | « 5 
tell as little truth as he chooses, and Eastman Jotson.—“ A Porrrarr. 
yet contriving to get counted as a 114.—“ Tne Virtace Biacxsmirs.” 
. realist,” by telling the little truth he 52. | 
indulges in, in as disagréeable a way as . 
he can contrive, or copy. Welcome, Mr. Johnson, with these 

two excellent pictures. There has not 
Gro. CO. Lawrppry.— May Frowrrs.’ & sweeter bit or wore been painted et 

161,— Hp | Wf many a year, than this portrait of a 
yor.” ie toves Mz, Hz roves Mz dear little girl, who looks as contented 

" . and quietly happy as only a good child 
__it cannot be too late yet, Mr. Lamb- can be. And, when we have looked 
din, but it will be, soon! This picture at herso long that we begin to feel as 
of “May Flowers,” isthe worst thing if we must be making her uncomforta- 
you have done yet, but, if you will ble, what a pleasure to look about the 
how do as you promised five yearsago, room, and examine the carefully and 
and paint a good picture, it will show solidly painted furniture. Solidly, we 
to double advantage by the memory of have written; if we hesitate, it is only 
is, Is it possible that you, too, have because there is a hazy look over the 
peathed your sword, and given in to whole picture that Mr. Johnson seems 

€ prevailing notion that there comes to aim to get in all his work, and 
bese when study may cease, and art which detracts from its solidity and 
liecad : You are working asif you be- reality. But he draws well, and 
none it, but we are very sure youdo there 1s_ always a firm, clear pur- 
the These picturesmakeussorrymore pose behind every picture, so that this 
‘an angry, Only one thing we will fault—it seems a fault to us—can only
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detract from his absolute merit, not Allston, too, is represented here by 
seriously jeopard his right to be con- one of his most famous works, but it is 
sidered one of our very best painters. a gigantic failure. What we lost in 

Here we must stop, for the present, Allston from the radical defects of his 
but much remains to say. Wesuppose training, and the bad teaching of his 
we must give up Mr. Huntington as times can only be estimated bx those 
incorrigible, and let his work pass, but who have carefully studied all his 
we cannot help referring to his picture works, in literature as well as in art, 
called “The Widow’s Son,” for it is and read his character in the reverent 
one in which we think he has even praises of his friends. A spirit more 
surpassed himself. If the boy has _ tender, delicate, sensitive and holy has 
been decapitated, and his head sewed rarely entered a human form, but, in 

- on by an inexperienced person, was it hispictures, he was constantly thwarted 
necessary to make it so painfully and restrained by subjects beyond his 
prominent an object in the picture? powers, and by the uncertainty of his 
If the horrible sight has paralyzed the methods. He was hindered, too, by 
dog, and deprived the widow of all idolatry of the great masters, who 
power of expression—what must be shone so bright before him as to dazzle 
the effect on the unwary spectator? his eyes, and make him grope and fal- 
In France, they manage these things ter in his work. Had he never seen 
better, and the best established laws Europe, he might have been saved, 
of taste forbid that such ghastly scenes but, as it is, he has left us only a great 
should be represented either in pictures regret for powers misdirected, and a 
or on the stage. life, as far as its influence upon art is 

The defenders of Mr. Cole must concerned, almost wholly thrown 
thank the contributor of these speci- away. 
mens of their idol’s work! As for Mr. | 
Cole’s enemies, supposing him to have We commend to our youns, mov the 

| ’ bite ee 4s foreign work in this exhibition, from 
had them, they must indeed be pitiless, : . 
: : } the dash and vigor of Rosa Bonheur to 
if they can exult over these three . - ‘ ; 

. . oP the severe and careful work of Willems, 
pieces of hopeless imbecility. We re- ee i ; wate an excellent painter, of whom No. 93, 
joice, however, at their exhibition, and “The Toilet.” is a good specimen 
wish there were more, that disinteres- a 7 OP BN P ’ 

a) * though hung too high. Plassan, Du- 
téd spectators might learn, once for we ; ; h 

- : a3q -  verger, Frere, Guillemin, will, all, teac 
all, how empty are this man’s much him who can learn, lessons of real 
vaunted claims to high artistic rank. value These men have stu died nature 
They cannot stand in the light of to- . dshe has rewarded them 
day, and in twenty-five years will not ang she Aas rewareee uae. 
be worth the canvass they are painted | LIONEL. 
on.
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Gro. Inness. “Tue Sian or Prom- casion to speak; for the picture has, 
» Gweproor’s GALLERY. of course, succeeded it, and made un- 

ISE. * ° necessary its testimony to the doctrine 
This picture has been painted as a which the artist wishes to teach. 

direct protest against the teachings of The rest of the paper, being about, 
the naturalists, and is so declared by a half of it, is occupied by extracts fgom 
printed description which is distribut- » notice of the picture, contributed to _ 

ed at the place of Exhibition. Except the Boston Transcript by James Jack- 
for this description the painting would = gon Jarves; we quote. 
hardly be noticeable, but would pass 
as nothing more formidable to natural- ‘‘Tnness’s example, therefore, is the more valua- 
. h + th ‘ot ble, based as it is upon the higher principles of 
ism than 1s Many another picture ar, Itdevelopes the fact from the idea, giving 
equally artificial in principle, and of phe preference, i Subjective thought ah ie ob 

a . , ’ 6 jective form of its fundamental motive. ith him 
fat greater power. The sting of the inspiring idea is principal; form secondary, 
Shelley’s Queen Mab” lies in the being the outgrowth of the idea. His picture il- 
notes thereof, and the critic naturally strate phases of mind and feelings. He uses 

waa’ -@ . nature’s forms simply as language to express 
assails the notes as his most formidable thought. The opposite school of painters are con- 
antagonists. In like manner, the most tent with clever imitation. ahs cas wor no wor 

» iticl P . ” |, ier tribute than admiration of scientific knowledge 
needed criticism ot Mr. Inness Work or dexterous manipulation. As appeals to the 
can be written without seeing the soul these works are lifeless. Being of things that 
picture, but. with the printed pronun- perish in the using, they can never become a ‘joy 

clamento only. And the spectator °°" 
ought to consider this before he judge Developes the fact from the idea! 
the picture. a But whence comes the idea? From 

The statement of principle comes the fact? If not from some fact, 

first. In all our extracts we shall whence can it come? Are there any 
print directly from the printed des- ideas not derived from fact? Are we 
cription, mistakes, italics, and all. never to stop laughing at the German: 
‘The public taste in Art for some years past painter in the story, who, while his 

fas been led to desire what ¢s called the real in French and English rivals went re- 
andscape, that is to say, the local and particular . . at 
and not the universal ye the ideal Such ig wa spectively to the menagerie and the 
Of Am aaDly. at present, the prevailing tendency desert, ‘“‘developed his camel from the 

nerican landscape painting. Mr. Inness, on : 74 ‘ ” 
te contrary, has long held the opinion that only depths of his mer consciousness ¢ | 
the elements of the truly picturesque exist exter- Here he is again, aided and abetted by 
nally in any local scene, or in any aggregation of Mr, Jarves, developing facts of nature 
alna and that the highest beauty and truest fr id hile the rest of the world 

Q va ue of the landscape painting are in the senti- irom taeas, W MW. e He rest O € wor 
meet and feeling which flow from the mind and is busy developing ideas from facts. 

ar e artist,’ ° . 
As . But what school of painters is that 

Innes regards these opinions of Mr. which “are content with clever imita- 
; ee have, at present, nothing to tion?” The school most “‘ opposite ” say, 
need ane need notice at all, they to Mr. Inness’ work and Mr. Jarves’ 
room £ ve discussion than there 1s teachings, and which, of all others, 
more o ere. An artist’s work is of Mr. Jarves most denounces, is that of 
and ma portance than his opinions, the English naturalists, once called 
hag often My ell be contrary to them, a8 Pye-Raphaclites, and of their few 
his ora n, been the case. Welook to gchool-fellows here. Let us assure 

he ¢ te for our edification. Mr. Jarves that they were never 
about tha” and a few words more ‘“gontent” with anything they ever 
tice tro © piers, there comes ano- did, never limited their aspirations to 
original « t Pe Evening Post” of the anything short of universal achieve- 
however. udy for the picture, which, ment, and, as for ‘“‘clever imitation,” 
Which 32 cannot be the same study that they disclaim and abhor all at- 
for in exhibited near the picture, tempts at imitation, as their great 
“pure 1a, theré are No signs of the apostle has repeatedly declared. 

fields» whik and “golden grain- - “As to things that appeal to the soul 
Of the oxhitae the notice mentions. gnd things which are a joy forever, 

ibited study there is no oc- there seems to be some disagreement
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between Keats and Mr. Jarves, and Moreover, much of the worst art 
we prefer to err with Keats. that the world has seen, has been very 

“ A thing of beauty is a joy forever, full of double meaning, especially that 
is loveliness increases, it will never wretched seventeenth and eighteenth 

ass into nothingness, . . vad . : 

But Mr. Jarves tells us that things century work, the characters of which 
which perish in the using do not so were not men and women. nor angels, 
Does he mean that they cannot he Bor animals, but personified virtues 
things of beauty? | Does he really and vices, and genii of all sorts, As 

mean that no form of nature can ap- this Ht ranked by Mr. Jarves as © in- 
eal to the soul? ventive art,” and judged by him “ from 

P . that high aspect,” whatever those 
“The ‘Sign of Promise’ reveals the aspirations words may mean ? 

and sentiments of the artist. It is a visible con- 
fession of his theory, faith and aims, Outwardly, But we are told that the SUCCESS of 

Sn Rea aiiieetend iteatngieasam meat this picture in a material point of view 
tions of harvest and human labor, overcast by 1% also striking. The consideration of 
storm, through whieh gleams the ainbow, of this 18 our next business. Let us re- 

eling soul. eT hts ‘double ‘sense ranks it as inven. mark in passing that “suggestion,” we 
tive art, to be judged rather from ‘that high aspect are told, is more like the “ genuine” 
than from a merely material point of view. qualities of air, earth and water than 

ut its excellence in this respect is also striking. +: . ” " 
It renders broadly and vividly the qualities of imitation. Indeed ! 

cohdinonsas Seems ten ae arenes Whatever a landseapo picture is in 
a dexterous imitation of form and substance, but tended for, it must certainly be intend- 
as it were suggest nature.” ed to give some of the beauty, or, at 

Reveals? to whom? It is a very pasts “arel: of the ble to”. of nature. 
old comparison, that of a storm to a t is surely which 6 to neat te 
“struggling soul.” But how is this any panes w ° th ” not ter of the 
picture more expressive of this “double Fin eit © 268 © tg ° it wc Herel fod to 
sense” than is Cole’s Storm, now in U?ES! all viatu S. f “tare: th . 
the Historical Society’s Gallery, or re har ir ¢ poumes ° le vote vr t ie. 
Turner’s ‘ Wind, Rain and Speed,” or wre CPS th th ro F ethe SD 
any other picture of tempest? Is this PLOCUCe Crier the Tormns oF phe “sor 
“sentiment of the Artist” better ex- 0! nature. to 
pressed by work which carefully In the case of this picture, whatever 
avoids “clever imitation,” or even a there is good in it, is the occasional re- 
distant resemblance to natural forms? semblance of its painted to the real 
It seems to be Mr. Jarves’ assumption atural forms. There is a mountain 
that bad painting and drawing are bet- 01 the right whose slope from the plain 
tet expressions of thought than good. Will remind the spectator of mountain 

| There is very great danger that the sides he has seen, and thus will give 
shrewd spectator will suspect the him amoment’s pleasure, There are 
“theory” to be that work should not Clouds resting on this slope, near the 
be too faithful, because such would be top, which will remind him of the 
too arduous; the “faith” to be in the steaming columns of vapor he has sock 

ignorance and gullibility of the public; climbing the slopes of Franconia an 
—and the “aims” to be the making Catskill after a storm. Such pleasure 
the painter’s life as easy and careless 8 he can thus get from the picture we 
as possible. do not wish to deny him. 

Then it seems that it is because of But this pleasure is soon exhausted, 
this “double sense” that the pic- as the eye grows familiar with the pic 
ture ranks as inventive art. But ture, and the thought asks, “ Why 
is all symbolic art, all metaphorical painted? Whatis meant?” Mr. J ar” 
art, to be so classed? Even when  ves-says that the painter ‘uses na ture 8 
the symbol or metaphor is of venerable forms simply to express tho ught. 
antiquity and in constant use? The But what if they are not natures 
penny-a-liner who calls fire “the de- forms? Is there any success in the at- 

_ vouring element” is just as much an tempt we have supposed to tell the 
inventive artist as Mr. Inness in getting world something of nature? Is Me 
up his brilliant comparison of storms ragged tree in the foreground capab ° 
without with storms within. of telling any truths or expressing any
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thoughts about trees or human souls? deficiency you find in Church, come to 
uf course the artist does not wish to Inness to find it in its worst and most 
ve any truths about any particular unbearable form. ; : 
ee (it’ appears to be an oak,) nor But, as it is of the picture and not 
about any particular species of oak, of Mr. Inness that we wish to speak 
nor perhaps, about the oak genus at here, it is right to say that we don’t 

all . but he must have intended to give consider this the best he can do, but 
us some “oeneral truths” of tree na- the worst he can do, even when led 
ture. Has he done so? In those astray by false teaching and false 
straggling and contorted limbs ? In dreams of greatness. 

that ragged and formless green mem- | 
brane which clings about them? No, Jas. M. Harr. ‘A Summer’s Men- 
the search is in vain for anything more ory OF Berxsuire.”? Knorpier’s 
suggestive of treesthan greenness and = Gyrippy. | 
ramification. The tree drawing is dis- . 

gracefully bad; isit on that account = We cannot help being pleased with 
better fitted to represent the artist’s this picture, it is such a beautiful com- 
thought? Perhaps it is this tree that ination of color, and of sparkling lights 
represents the “struggling soul” above and shadows. Itis a great pleasure 
spoken of. But a real tree tossed by to come to it, after seeing the “ Sign 
the wind, caught and cuffed by the of Promise.” In comparison with Mr. 
gale,” is vastly this, Wh not and Inness’ picture, the tendency of this is 
expressive than this. Why no pen certainly to the real and true, as op- 
have tried to ora one from the “ lo- posed to the conventional, in landscape 
cal facts”? somewhere ? painting. And yet it is not Nature, it | Or, what means that car’ mottled comes very near the truth, but always 
elt beyond another belt of dark lead- stops a little short. Every part of it. coor ‘ quan this be wae and that & tempts us to look more carefully, and 
qistant torest? Jt must be so, as they when we so look, disappoints us. We resemble those facts of nature more gay to ourselves, surely this in the 
man others, yet, wat s there . mene foreground is the truth of weeds and 

ac universal and ideal of water prasses; but, upon closer examination 
and of woods? Really the public we find that not a weed nor a single 
ought to be told if this strange, marbly Jeaf is rightly drawn. It is finished 
surface, like dark soap, is better in a suggestion. Now, we do not object to prevnre an want the artist saw when partial drawing of nature if that 

oked at a distant forest. which is given berightly given: we do 
Why is the sky made darker than not object to suggestive work, if that et of the earth? In nature it is - which is suggested be the truth. In 
© prghtest thing except the sun. this picture there is a great deal of fin- 

Is this rendering broadly and vividly ish, but it is not “added fact,” and 
be qualities of air?” _Indeed, at- therefore is false. It all goes to make rmpted imitation, bad as it is, is better the picture smooth, but tends to the 
ee Sach suggestion (suggestio falsi) ¢ompletion of nothing. 
ans 1s, , Nature never looks so perfectly clean 

Je gauntlet is thrown down before and pretty, even in her sunniest and Church in this clumsy sentence. brightest moods. She is always gran- 
atte One school, of which Inness ig ag much der and. more solemn, more real and sean h® 4s 18 Church of the other, believes ; the other son with more sears upon her face— 

| the signs of growth and struggle—the 
7 me ult that we find with Church shadows of years of storm and sun- . hat he is not natural enough, misus- shine. 
ey his great powers by frequent This is a studio picture, painted ac- Jghtness of work and recklessness of cording to the rules of Art. That is, 
ural f But if you want to see ‘‘nat- the largest masses, strongest light and 
th, orms whether ‘used to express Dest finish are in the centre, the hill- 
Inet or not, go to Church, not to sides and trees in the middle distance Ch css. Whatever you find of good in are very soft and misty, gradually los- 
p osit ch, come to Inness to see the op- ing themselves in the sky, and dark “tte evil, Whatever shortcomingsor shadow covers all the near foreground, _
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the white cow by the brookside in full If Mr. Hart would go out next sum- 
sunshine giving a strong central light. mer with the determination to paint 

~ By the way, the brook itself, whose such ascene as this, just as it is in 
clear water ripples over the round, nature,—doing every tree, weed and 
brown stones on its bottom, is the cloud with all his might;—he would 
truest piece of painting in the picture. produce work that would surprise him- 

Mr. Hart is a masterof his materials, self. And he would soon produce 
a very skillful workman; he shows a _ work that not only this present time 
great deal of feeling for graceful form but all future generations would be 
and pleasant combinations of color, and grateful for ;—-work that every year of 
his work is much better than the pic- enlarged knowledge and riper civiliza- 
tures painted after the Art Rules bythe tion would enhance in value. Now 
French and English artists). We Mr. Hartisa pleasure to the world, 
should have no particular objection to then he would be a benefactor. Now 
the rules, were they always backed by _ he gives us a pleasing picture, then he 
deep and subtle knowledge of the facts would give us noble truths and lasting 
of nature. Otherwise they are adead beauty. 
letter;—or rather a positive harm to __ . 
those who believe that they can make | | 
artists. We know that nature often | . . 
shows us a beautiful composition with We wish to call attention to the 
the strongest light in the foreground, beautiful picture in the same gallery, 
thus utterly violating the rules. Tur- ‘La Guitarre, by Willems, of Paris.’ 
ner, the greatest of modern landscape Of all the pictures sent us now-a-days 
painters, preferring nature to rules, has from France, none are more admirable 
followed her in this also, and has put im execution, and few or none so sim- 
the strongest light in the foreground in ple and natural in feeling, The mas- 

some of his noblest compositions. terly painting of the accessories, furnl- 
There is nothing strange in this pic- ture, piano cover and walls, is quite 

ture. All is just as we might have ex- beyond praise; it is almost faultless, 

pected, very pretty and very cleverly and worthy of study by all our 
painted. There isnothing surprising or Painters. hat 
unaccountablé,—exceptthefogginessof _ When will our painters learn ra 
the distant trees, and the bright sun- they all need power of execution; tha 
shine in the centre of the picture, and 2° delicacy of feeling, or depth of per- 
these effects result from the Rules of Cepton, or knowledge, or wit, is ot its 
Art. Now, in all the scenes of nature, Proper use without it; that with it, a 
great or small, brilliant or gloomy, painter can express all that is in him, 
there are always spots of color, and and continually find there more to ex- 

bright lights or mysterious darks in Press? We are not especial 1th 
places where we never should have of the present French school, whic 
looked for them; things that we cannot lacks terribly in many things, but 1 roy 
account for, and do not understand. do our painters very great good if t “y 
So, if a picture be not in some respects will copy its power of drawing a0 ‘ 

surprising to us, asserting positively Painting, without its sentiment, excep 
some things which we had never HOW and then. 
thought of and which we find it hard TD Since the at ston this picture has 
to believe, it can hardly be true to na- , ~ Since the above was written this pabiars iy, 
ture, and will certainly not be in any aoe eae yed fom the Gallery ae OF onratulate 
sense great. our readers that it is to remain in America.
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THERE are several poems by D. G. Ros- And the souls, mounting up to God, 

setti, the head of the English Pre-Raphael- Went by her like thin flames. 
ites, very much loved by those who know 

them, but very little known in this coun- And still she bowed above the vast | 

try, although three of them were printed | Waste sea of worlds that swarm, | 
some years ago in ‘The Crayon.” In Until her bosom must have made 

compliance with numerous requests, we The bar she leaned on warm, 
reprint, from the Crayon, one of the finest. And the lilies lay as if asleep . | 

Along her bended arm. 
THE BLESSED DAMOSEL. | 

From the fixed place of heaven, she saw 

D. G. ROSSETTI, Time, like a pulse, shake fierce | 

tux Blessed Damosel leaned out Through all the worlds, her gaze still strove 

From the gold bar of heaven ; Within the gulf to preres ; - 

Her eyes knew more of rest and shade Its path, and now she spoke, as when 

Than waters stilled at even, The stars sung in their s pheres. . 

She held three lilies in-her hand, The sun was gone now, the curved moon 
And the stars in her hair were seven. Hung, like a little feather, 

Her robe, ungirt from clasp to hem, luttering far down the gulf, and now — 

No wrought flowers did adorn, She spoke through the still weather, 
But a white rose of Mary’s gift, ‘Her voice was like the voice the stars 

For service meetly worn : Had, when they sang together. 

And the hair lying down her back “*T wish that he would come to me! 
Was yellow, like ripe corn. For he will come,” she said, 

Her seemed she scarce had been a day ‘Have I not prayed in heaven? on earth 

One of God’s choristers, Lord! Lord! has he not prayed ? : 
The wonder was not yet quite gone Are not two prayers a perfect strength ? 

From that still look of hers, And shall I feel afraid? 

Albeit to them she left the day ‘* When ’round his head the aureole clings 

Had counted as ten years. And he is clothed in white, 
(To one it is ten years of years. Pll take his hand and g0 with him 

.... Yet now, and in this place, To the deep wells of light, 
Surely she leaned o’er me,—her hair And we will step down as to a stream, 

Fell all about my face... .. | And bathe there, in God’s sight. 

the ole ey “* ‘* We two will stand beside that shrine 
. Occult, withheld, untrod, 

It was the rampart of God’s house . Whose lamps are stirred continually 

That she was Standing on, | By prayers sent up to God, 

By God built over the sheer depth And see our old prayers, granted, melt, 
The which is space begun, - 7 Each like a little cloud. 

So high that looking downward thence oe 
She scarce could see the sun. ‘We two will lie in the shadow of 

The living, mystic tree 
It lies in heaven, across the flood Within whose secret growth the dove 

Of ther, like a bridge ; | Is sometimes felt to be, 
Beneath, the tides of day and night While every leaf that his plumes touch 
mite flame and blackness ridge Saith his name audibly. — 

void, as low as where the earth . Spins, like a fretful mi dge. ‘And I myself will teach to him, 
. I myself, lying so, 

She scarcely heard her sweet new friends The songs I sing here, which his voice 
Playing at holy games, Shall pause in, hushed and slow, 

Softly they spoke among themselves And find new knowledge in each pause 
Their Virginal, chaste names, Or some new thing to know.”
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(Ah, sweet ! just now, in that bird’s song, ‘‘ Herself shall bring us, hand in hand, 

Strove not her accents there To Him, ’round whom all souls 

Fain to be hearkened? When those bells Kneel, the unnumbered ramsoned heads 

Possessed the midday air, Bowed with their aureoles ; 

Was she not stepping to my side And angels meeting us, shall sing 

Down all the trembling stair ?) To their citherns and citoles. 

“We two,” she said “ will seek the grove ‘There will I ask of Christ the Lord 

Where the lady Mary is Thus much for him and me,— 

With her five handmaidens, whose names Only to live, as once on earth, 

Are five sweet symphonies,— At peace, only to be, 

Cecily, Gertrude, Magdalen, As then awhile, forever now 

Margaret and Rosalys. : Together, I and he.” 

‘‘Circlewise sit they, with bound locks She gazed, and listened, and then said, 

And foreheads garlanded, | Less sad of speech than mild, 

Into the fine cloth white like flame. ‘¢ All this is when he comes,”’ she ceased, 

Weaving the golden thread, The light thrilled past her, filled 

To fashion the birth robes for them With angels in strong level lapse,— 

Who are just born, being dead. Her eyes prayed, and she smiled. | 

‘¢ He shall fear, haply, and be dumb, (L saw her smile) but soon their flight 

Then I will lay my cheek . Was vague in distant spheres, 

To his, and tell about our love, And then she laid her arms along 

Not once abashed or weak, The golden barriers, 

And the dear Mother shall approve And bowed her head upon her hands, 

My pride, and let me speak. And wept; (1 heard her tears.) 
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